A role of synchronicity of neural activity based on dynamic plasticity of synapses in encoding spatiotemporal features of electrosensory stimuli.
It is quite important for investigation of sensory mechanism to understand how dynamical property of neurons is used for encoding the feature of spatiotemporally varying stimuli. To consider concretely the problem, we focus our study on electrosensory system of a weakly electric fish. Weakly electric fish generate electric field around their body using electric organ discharge (EOD) and accurately detect the location of an object through the modulation of electric field induced by the object. We made a neural network model of electrosensory lateral-line lobe (ELL). Here we show that the features of EOD modulation depending specifically distance and size of an object are encoded into the timing of burst firing of ELL neurons. These features can be represented by the spatial area of synchronous burst firing and the interburst interval in the ELL network. We show that short-term changes of excitatory and inhibitory synapses, induced by efferent signals, regulate the ELL activity so as to effectively encode the features of EOD modulation.